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ABSTRACT: De Gennes predicted that homopolymer adsorption on a
solid−liquid interface results in an adsorption proﬁle with a proximal, a
central, and a distal region, wherein, for a good solvent, the central region has
a self-similar structure with a density proﬁle that decays as a power law with a
coeﬃcient of −4/3. Recent numerical self-consistent ﬁeld (SCF) predictions
for the long-chain length (N) limit revealed a more complex central region
with an inner part, where the loops dominate the layer, with a (mean-ﬁeld)
power-law coeﬃcient of −2 and an outer part, where tails dominate, with a
“de Gennes” scaling of −4/3. The tails with length t < t* contribute to the
inner part of the central region, and these have similar conformations as the
loops. The outer part is populated by tails with a length t > t*, and these
behave diﬀerently. With the increasing length of the tails, there exists a weak
escape transition at t = tescape ≈ N/10. Long tails in the adsorption proﬁle (t
≳ t* ∝ N0.733) show enhanced ﬂuctuations due to this nearby escape
transition, and this explains the excluded volume scaling for the outer part of the central region in SCF. With this interpretation, the
−2 scaling found by SCF for the inner part should be classiﬁed as a mean-ﬁeld result.

■

Early numerical self-consistent ﬁeld modeling by the
Scheutjens−Fleer method (SF-SCF) conﬁrmed the proximalcentral-distal picture for the adsorption proﬁle.4 However, the
central region was found to have a “mean-ﬁeld power-law”
coeﬃcient: φ(z) ∝ z−2. For these computations chains with
length, N = 5 × 10−4 was used. Small irregularities near the
crossover from the central to distal regions were ignored at that
time. More recent calculations,5 which were executed for
molecular weights up to N = 5 × 106 (two decades more than the
earlier computations), proved that, in SCF, the central region
has a more complex structure. An inner part of the central region
the mean-ﬁeld power-law coeﬃcient of −2 was found, while in
the outer part of the central region, the “de Gennes”, excluded
volume, coeﬃcient of −4/3 was recovered (in the limit of
inﬁnitely long chains). These results should still be classiﬁed as
“surprising” because the excluded volume (de Gennes) scaling
was not expected to show up in SF-SCF modeling.
Joanny and Semenov6 analyzed the loop and tail structure of
the adsorption proﬁle in a two-order parameter analysis. They

INTRODUCTION
Long polymer chains strongly adsorb onto solid−liquid
interfaces already from very low concentrations when the
adsorption energy per segment exceeds a critical value.1,2 De
Gennes was the ﬁrst to recognize that the adsorption proﬁle has
many universal properties.3 We focus on strong adsorption for
which de Gennes predicted that the adsorbed layer naturally
splits up into three regions. (i) The proximal region near the
surface has a volume fraction close to unity φ ∼ 1, and the width
of this layer is smaller when the adsorption energy is higher. For
strong adsorption, the proximal zone becomes of the segment
size. (ii) Next to this, there exists a central region wherein the
polymer density is in the semidilute regime. For this, de Gennes
predicted that the layer has a self-similar structure. His
arguments are transparent. In line with experiments, de Gennes
noticed that, in the semidilute solutions, there exists a
correlation length ξ, which depends on the concentration ξ ∝
φ−3/4. He then realized that, in the adsorption layer, the local
correlation length becomes limited to the distance to the surface
z, and by equating the correlation length to this distance, he
obtained directly the density proﬁle φ(z) ∝ z−4/3. (iii) In the
periphery of the adsorption layer, the distal region, the density of
adsorbed segments drops below the overlap concentration. For
this part of the proﬁle, an exponential decay of the segment
density was predicted, wherein the decay length is given by the
coil size.
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experience enhanced ﬂuctuations. These more strongly
ﬂuctuating tails may have contributed to the de Gennes-like
scaling coeﬃcient, approaching a value of −4/3 in the limit of
long chains.

found that, even though the loops and tails behave diﬀerently,
they contribute in the same manner to the adsorption proﬁle,
that is, the sum of the loops and tails gave the overall proﬁle φ(z)
∝ z−2. This motivated Aubouy and co-workers7 to forward a
scaling analysis of the polymer adsorption layer based upon the
loop size distribution, that is, the number of loops with length t,
nloop(t); in fact, these authors use the integrated variant only.
They used nloop(t) ∝ t−11/5, a result predicted earlier by de
Gennes,8 and completely ignored the presence of tails.
In this paper, we will present SF-SCF predictions for the loop
and tail conformations within the polymer adsorption layer for
long chains in a good solvent, adsorbing from dilute solutions.
Most of our results are for N = 105, which is just enough to see a
reasonable sized outer part of the central region, but of course,
these chains are not long enough yet to ﬁnd the −4/3 coeﬃcient
accurately. The chain length dependence has been examined in
detail in our previous work,5 and we will not repeat this here. For
N = 105, we were able to analyze the loop and tail size
distribution. Not unexpectedly, we see that these distributions
have power-law characteristics both for fragment lengths that
contribute to the inner and outer part of the central region.
When we add up these distributions, more precisely when we
add to the loop distribution half the tail distribution (two tails
make up one loop), we recover the size distribution consistent
with the de Gennes predictions.
We then focused on the distribution of the tails with length (t)
and recorded the overall volume fraction proﬁle of tails with a
speciﬁed length t and the corresponding end-point distribution
gt(z). Such analysis is routinely done for polymer brushes9−11
but never performed for tails in the polymer adsorption proﬁle.
We argue that the tails have an inhomogeneous conformations,
which may be referred to as ﬂower-like conformations. These
inhomogeneous conformations are characterized by a stem and
a crown.12,13 In this case, the stem originates at the surface and
the zone in which the stem resides grows with the square root of
the tail length; the crown exists at larger z coordinates. With
increasing length of the tails, we ﬁnd an “escape” transition;
when tails are long enough to escape from the adsorption layer,
they stretch on average a bit more to probe the region outside
the layer. Such escaped ﬂowers are best recognized by
considering tails that are longer than the length of the chains
that made the adsorbed layer, i.e., for t > N, in the limit of long
chains N. We refer to the TOC graphics for an illustration of the
escape transition eﬀect.
Inhomogeneous ﬂower-like conformations are complicating
the analytical mean-ﬁeld analysis of polymer brushes. Indeed,
the applicability of analytical mean-ﬁeld theories is formally
restricted to systems wherein the end-point distribution does
not show the so-called dead zone: regions near the surface where
the end point is not allowed to reside because the analytical endpoint distribution can turn negative for such situations.14 Flower
conformations do have an end-point distribution with a dead
zone. Also, for analytical polymer adsorption models, the
existence of inhomogeneous conformations, that is, ﬂower-like
conformations of the tails, pose a serious challenge to analytical
modeling. It turns out that suﬃciently long ﬂower-like tails can
escape from the adsorption layer. They appear to do so in a
cooperative manner. Joanny and Semenov6 did not consider the
option of an escape transition of some sort, which may explain
why these authors found that the outer part of the central regime
was also following the mean-ﬁeld scaling with a coeﬃcient of −2.
Below, we will argue that the tails with lengths comparable to the
critical length, where the escape transition takes place,

■

SCHEUTJENS−FLEER SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD
THEORY
At the basis of the SF-SCF approach2,15,16 is a mean-ﬁeld free
energy functional wherein two conjugated distributions are
present, namely, (i) the segment densities φ(z) and (ii) the
segment potential u(z). Such pair of distributions exists both for
the polymer segments as well as for the solvent. We will use the
subindex p for the polymer and the subindex S for the solvent.
The optimization of this free energy functional leads to (i) a rule
how to compute the volume fraction proﬁles from the
corresponding segment potentials and (ii) a rule how to
compute the segment potentials from the volume fraction
proﬁles. These rules should be implemented, while the system is
incompressible, that is, that for each coordinate z, the sum of the
densities equals unity, i.e., φp(z) + φS(z) = 1.
(i) To compute the densities from the potentials that require
an appropriate chain model, as usual, the Edwards diﬀusion
equation17 is used
∂G(z , s)
1 ∂ 2G(z , s)
− u(z)G
=
∂s
6
∂z 2

(1)

which is applicable for Gaussian chains in a potential ﬁeld u(z).
In the SF-SCF method, this diﬀerential equation is mapped on a
discrete set of coordinates z = 1, 2,..., M next to a solid substrate
that resides in the other half-space z < 1, and the contour length
parameter s is redeﬁned as a segment ranking number s = 1, 2,...,
N with N being the total number of Kuhn segments in the chain.
In this process, the chain model transfers into a freely jointed
chain model on a discrete lattice. Typically, the Edwards
equation requires initial conditions, and application of these
initial conditions are usually reﬂected in the notation of the endpoint distribution G. Similarly, in the SF-SCF approach, initial
conditions are needed. Using the potentials, we can deﬁne the
so-called free segment distribution function Gp(z) = exp(−up(z)) where we have normalized the potentials by the
thermal energy kBT. Using initial conditions Gp(z, 1|1) = Gp(z),
one can compute an arbitrary end-point distribution Gp(z, s|1)
using the recurrence relation
Gp(z , s|1) = Gp(z)⟨Gp(z , s − 1|1)⟩

(2)

where the site fraction ⟨Gp(z, s − 1|1)⟩ encompasses a threelayer average
⟨Gp(z , s|1)⟩ = λ1Gp(z − 1, s|1) + λ 0Gp(z , s|1)
+ λ1Gp(z + 1, s|1)

(3)

Here, λ0 = 1 − 2λ1 is the fraction of “neighbors” that a site has
within sites in the same layer, whereas λ1 is the fraction of
neighbors that a site has with a previous or next layer. Typically,
a cubic lattice is assumed for which λ1 = 1/6. Although, in
relation to the Edwards equation, this seems to be the logical
value for λ1, and we now believe that the better choice is λ1 = 1/4,
that is, the value for a hexagonal lattice is more appropriate.18
Hence, we use this latter value throughout this paper. It must be
understood that all results are qualitatively the same, irrespective
using 1/4 or 1/6 for this parameter, and only, quantitatively, the
3901
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modiﬁed to avoid that the chain fragment visits the surface layer
more than once

results diﬀer. A detailed motivation for the choice of a hexagonal
lattice will be published elsewhere.
The volume fraction is found by the composition law. For
symmetric polymers, for which for all values of the segment
ranking number s, the segment with ranking number s is of the
same type as the segment with the ranking number N − s + 1 , we
have
N

φp(z) = φpb∑
s=1

l
o
oGp(z)⟨Gt (z , s − 1|1)⟩ z > 1
Gt (z , s|1) = m
o
o
0
z=1
n

(4)

where the division by Gp(z) is required to correct for double
counting of the segment weight for segment s.
The volume fraction distribution of the (monomeric) solvent
is found by φS(z) = (1− φpb) GS(z).
(ii) Computing the potentials from the segment densities
requires a choice on how interactions between molecules are
accounted for. For this, the Flory−Huggins/regular solution
approach is followed, which quantiﬁes the interactions using the
Flory−Huggins interaction parameter χ and implements a
mean-ﬁeld approach wherein the number of contacts are
evaluated using the volume fractions19

l
o
oGp(z) z > 1
Gt (z , t |t ) = m
o
o
z=1
n 0

uS(z) = α(z) + χ (⟨φp(z)⟩ −

(7)

and propagated similarly as above. Again, we need to avoid that
chains visit the layer z = 1, except for the very last segment
l
Gp(z)⟨Gt (z , s + 1|t ) ⟩ z > 1 and s > 1
o
o
o
o
o
o
Gt (z , s|t ) = m
Gp(z)⟨Gt (z , s + 1|t ) ⟩ z = 1 and s = 1
o
o
o
o
o
o
0
z = 1 and s ≠ 1
n

up(z) = α(z) + χ (⟨φS(z)⟩ − φSb) + δz ,1χs λ1
φpb)

(6)

which obviously is used for s = 2,...,t. Note that, in the adsorption
layer, the longest tail is t = N. However, nothing prevents us to
also consider the proﬁle of tails that are longer than N. The endpoint distribution of the tail with length t is available as gt(z) =
Gt(z, t|1). The overall distribution of tails with length t can only
be computed with the aid of a second set of end-point
distribution functions. We start these by the free end s = t

Gp(z , s|1)Gp(z , N − s + 1|1)
Gp(z)

Article

(8)

and the distribution of tails with length t follows from the
composition law

(5)

t

Here, the angular brackets again implement a three-layer
average as, in eq 3, it is the characteristic for the SF version of the
SCF theory for polymeric systems. The kronicker δz,1 = 1 when z
= 1 and 0, otherwise makes sure that the adsorption energy is
only used for segments next to the solid boundary. χs quantiﬁes
the adsorption energy, which is deﬁned with opposite sign as the
classical Silberberg adsorption parameter.20 The value is chosen
with respect to the solvent adsorption energy (which is set to
zero). A negative value for χs means that the segment gains
energy upon exchange with a solvent next to the substrate.
Typically when χs is less than −1, the adsorption is strong
enough to overcome the entropy loss of chain bonds next to the
substrate. The χ is the solvency parameter. Athermal solvent,
also called a good solvent, is characterized by χ = 0. The ideal
solution, or the theta solvent, requires a value of χ = 0.5. For the
latter choice, the segment second virial coeﬃcient, β = 1 − 2χ, is
equal to zero. Finally, in eq 5, the quantity α is a contribution to
the segment potential required to generate space for the
segment/solvent monomer. The value is adjusted, in the
numerical scheme that is followed to ﬁnd the SCF solution,
such that the incompressibility condition applies.
The self-consistent ﬁeld solution requires the two rules to be
at a stationary point. That is, the potentials that determine the
volume fractions are recomputed from these volume fractions.
Also the reverse is true. The volume fractions that determine the
potentials are recomputed from these potentials. This ﬁxed
point is found routinely by an iterative procedure with a
signiﬁcance of at least seven signiﬁcant digits.21
For such an SCF solution, one can evaluate the loop and tail
size distribution, as explained extensively in the literature.16 The
proﬁle for a tail with length t is also easily evaluated. For this, we
ﬁrst compute the SCF solution and the up(z) proﬁles are exactly
known (and ﬁxed). Hence, also, Gp(z) is available. We
implement initial conditions Gt(1, 1|1) = Gp(z) and set Gt(z,
1|1) = 0 for z > 1. Then, the propagator (eq 2) is slightly

φttail(z) = C ∑
s+= 1

Gt (z , s|1)Gt (z , s|t )
Gp(z)

(9)

∑zM= 1φt(z)

The normalization C is chosen such that
= 1.
The overall volume fraction proﬁle of loops with length l can
be evaluated similarly. We may compute the end-point
distributions basically generated by eq 6, slightly modiﬁed for
the propagation toward the last segment: the end-point
distribution for the last segment t may only have a non-zero
value for z = 1. Realizing that loops are symmetric, the ﬁrst and
last segments must reside in layer z = 1, and all other segments
cannot enter this coordinate, we ﬁnd
l

φl loop(z) = C∑
s=1

Gt (z , s|1)Gt (z , l − s + 1|1)
Gp(z)

(10)

and again, C can be chosen such that the distribution is
normalized to unity.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Evaluation of the polymer adsorption proﬁle in the high chain
length limit is computationally challenging.5 Due to a computational inexpensive propagator formalism to generate the single
chain partition function, the SF-SCF computations are feasible
for chains that exceed a length of N = 106, but due to the CPU
time needed for these computations, it is not practical to
consider these routinely. Most features can already be well
recognized for shorter chains. That is why, by default, we will
choose to use N = 105. The solvent strength by default is taken to
be athermal. For this case, the nontrivial result exists for the
polymer adsorption proﬁle. For the theta conditions, there is
more consensus of what to expect. We will focus on the case that
the adsorption energy per segment exceeds by far the critical
value, and by default, a segment near the adsorbing surface
experiences 1 kBT adsorption energy. In a hexagonal lattice with
3902
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λ1 = 1/4, this means that χs = −4. Typically, we will assume that
the polymers adsorb from a dilute solution near the overlap
concentration. Again, by default, we have implemented φpb = 1/
N.
Let us start by presenting the overall density proﬁle φp(z) for
the default case in combination with the overall tail and loop
distributions. As can be seen in Figure 1, the overall proﬁle has a

Article

length is long. Predictions for these distributions have been
reported for rather short chains only16 and that is why it is here
of interest to present these distribution for the N = 105 case. In
Figure 2, we present these results both for good and theta

Figure 2. Loop nloop(t) and the tail size distribution ntail(t) in double
logarithmic coordinates. In the inset, the added distribution
1
n tot(t ) = n loop + 2 n tail is presented on the same scale. The dashed
and dotted lines are the (shifted) power-law ﬁts, and the number near
the lines present the estimated slope of the ﬁt. (a) Good solvent and (b)
theta solvent.

Figure 1. Volume fraction proﬁle in double logarithmic coordinates for
the case N = 105, good solvent χ = 0, strong adsorption χs = −4,
hexagonal lattice λ1 = 1/4, and bulk volume fraction φpb = 10−5. The
overall distribution of the loops and the tails are also given. The dotted
lines represents local trends of the overall proﬁle. The numerical values
near these lines are an estimate of the slope of the respective dotted
lines.

solvents (Figure 2a b, respectively). Inspection of these graphs
show that, for the tail distribution, a better overall power-law ﬁt
is possible. The loop distribution has some curvature, and a trial
ﬁt for short fragment lengths t leads to a slightly diﬀerent
exponent as for longer lengths. Adding both tail and loop
distributions (tail is counted as half a loop), leads, for good
solvents, to a power-law ﬁt are close to the result found by de
Gennes8 and used by Aubouy and co-workers,7 namely, ntot(t) ∝
z−11/5. This result is found to a reasonable approximation both
for small and large values of t (note that, numerically, it is hard to
diﬀerentiate between −11/5 and −9/4). There seems to be a
small crossover region for which the −11/5 value is not followed
(in between long and short fragment lengths, i.e., for t ∼100).
For the theta solvent, the overall length distribution of the loops
plus that of the tails leads to a coeﬃcient of −2 to a good
approximation.
One can deﬁne a crossover fragment length t*: for t < t*, there
are more loops of length t than tails of length t. The reverse is
true for t > t*. For N = 105, we ﬁnd t* ≈ 4200. Fitting this
crossover length for 103 < N < 105 indicates a good power-law
scaling of t* ≈ 0.909N0.733. For the theta solvent, the crossover
length is much higher t* ≈ 0.577N0.89.
Realizing that, for good solvents, the tail size distribution
dominates over that of the loops, and it is of interest to scrutinize
the tail properties in more detail. For this reason, we decided to
consider the overall volume fraction proﬁle for tails with a
speciﬁed length t, φttail(z) as well as the corresponding
distribution of the ends given by gttail(z). Comparing long and
short tails in one graph requires some normalizations: (i) we
adjusted the normalization of the proﬁles such that they all have
the same maximum value of unity. (ii) Furthermore, the tails are
not strongly stretched, and therefore, they extend not much with
respect to the Gaussian size. That is why the proﬁles closely
match when the z coordinate is normalized by t .
In Figure 3, we show the proﬁles for t = 105 (which is the
longest possible tail in the adsorption layer) as well as for tails
that are signiﬁcantly shorter, i.e., for t = 103 and 104. These
proﬁles are recorded for the adsorption proﬁle generated by
adsorbing chains with length N = 105. Upon ﬁrst inspection, the
proﬁles are very similar. The overall proﬁle for the longer tail is a
bit narrower, and the density near the surface is relatively
suppressed. The corresponding end points also deviate a little. It
seems that the end points of the longest tails avoid the surface

pronounced central region, which extends in this case from 2 < z
< Rg ∼ 110. As the adsorption energy is high, the proximal region
is reduced to just one lattice layer. The distal region has an
exponential distribution (not shown) and extends ∼110 < z <
∼400. At the periphery of the adsorption layer, there is a
depletion zone where freely dispersed chains of the bulk do enter
with a low frequency. This depletion zone is best visible when
the bulk concentration is near the overlap. In the same ﬁgure, the
overall loop and tail volume fraction proﬁles are plotted. Clearly,
the tails are dominant in the outer part of the proﬁle, whereas the
loops dominate at the inner region. The tail and loop
distributions cross at coordinate z*, which is known to scale
with the chain length as z* ∝ N1/3.22 For z < z*, the density
proﬁle follows φ(z) ∝ z−2 to a very good approximation. We call
this the inner part of the central region. In the outer part z* < z <
Rg, the proﬁle approaches φ(z) ∝ z−4/3. This is better judged
from a local power-law slope computed from αz′ = (∂ log φ(z)/∂
log z)z = z′. From this information (not shown), it can be
concluded that the −4/3 coeﬃcient is not yet reached for N =
105. Better results are obtained for chains that are 10−100 times
larger.5 We will not pursue this issue here further as it was the
topic of the mentioned paper.
The key issue is to explain why, in the SF-SCF method, the
central region splits up into two subregions, an inner and outer
part. It has been suggested5 that, in the inner part wherein loops
dominate the proﬁle and a local “blob” is “populated” by two
chain parts, one goes away from the surface and one is coming
toward the surfaces. Such a blob was suggested to be
overcrowded and therefore has mean-ﬁeld characteristics. The
blobs in the tail-dominated region only contains chain fragments
that go away from the surface and, following the arguments,
these blobs could show excluded volume scaling. However, such
a heuristic argument is hard to underpin and our hope is that
more insights in the structure of the adsorption layer may be
found from a more detailed analysis. Results presented in this
paper reveal an alternative view on the adsorption layer.
It is generally believed that the loop size distribution plays a
pivoting role in the polymer adsorption proﬁle.7 It is expected
that such size distribution has power-law features when the chain
3903
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to explain the excluded volume scaling found in the tail-rich
region.
A systematic way to quantify tail conformations is to record
the ﬂuctuations of the end points. Therefore, we ﬁrst evaluate
the ﬁrst and second moments of the end-point distribution of
tails with length t, which are found by
M

⟨ztx⟩

Figure 3. (a) Overall volume fraction proﬁles. (b) Corresponding endpoint distributions for tails with length t = 103, 104, and 105 in a
adsorption layer of chains with length N = 105 (default system). The
distance to the wall is normalized by t and for all proﬁles that are
maximum is normalized to unity. In the inset of panel (a), the overall
volume fraction proﬁle is given for loops with t = 2 × 104 and tails with
half this length, i.e., t = 104.

=

∑z = 1 (z − 0.5)x gt (z)
M

∑z = 1 gt (z)

(11)

for x = 1 and 2, respectively. The shift of the z coordinate by 0.5
is not very important but is motivated by the fact that a segment
in layer z is a distance of z − 0.5 away from the surface. The
relative ﬂuctuations of a tail with length t is then given by
δt
⟨z 2⟩ − ⟨zt1⟩2
= t
t
t

layer a bit more than the short tails. We should realize that, in
real space, the growth of the zone near the surface wherefore the
ends of the tails are depleted is growing with t. The reason for
this growth lays in the deﬁnition of the tails. When end-tethered
chains would have been allowed to revisit layer z = 1, the endpoint distribution would not have featured the same reduced
probability near the surface. However, a part of this end-tethered
chain is lost as these parts did form “loops” of some kind and are
not counted as tails. Of course, the tails cannot return to z = 1,
and already, the smallest tail has a dead zone with size unity. As
all end-point distributions of Figure 3b are almost on top of each
other while plotted as a function of z / t means that the dead
zone grows proportional to t (see also Figure 4b below).

(12)

In Figure 4, we present relative ﬂuctuations of the tails with
length t and the corresponding normalized average position of
the tail end as a function of the reduced tail length t/N, for
adsorption layers with chains of length N = 5 × 104,..., 5 × 105.
For the lower molecular weights, we have extended the range of
tail lengths beyond the length of the polymers that formed the
adsorption layer, that is, t > N. The ﬂuctuation curves that are
found are characterized by a “plateau” with δt/t ≈ 0.226 for short
tails t/N ∼0.01 and a lower plateau for t/N >10. In between
these limits, the relative ﬂuctuations go through a maximum.
Obviously, this maximum is still tiny for the presented values of
N, but its height is systematically increasing with the increasing
chain length N. Such dependence is expected for ﬁnite-size
eﬀects aﬀecting a phase transition. The reduced average
positions (cf. Figure 4b) also go through a clear maximum (at
slightly larger values for t/N). These reduced averages go
through a weaker minimum for small t values and drop to low
values for large values of t.
Considering the trends discussed above, we argue that the
escape phase transition is causing the mentioned increase in the
ﬂuctuations. In Figure 5, we show the end-point distributions for

Figure 4. (a) Relative ﬂuctuations δt/t of the end group of tails with
length t versus the reduced length of the tail t/N, for diﬀerent values of
the length of the chains N in the adsorption layer in lin-log coordinates.
(b) Corresponding average position of the end segment of a tail with
length t normalized by the square root of t versus the reduced length t/
N in lin-log coordinates. Parameters: φpb = 1/N, χ = 0, χs = −4, and λ1 =
1/4.

The tail with length t = N in practice hardly occurs of course,
and therefore, this proﬁle is not that relevant for the overall
proﬁle. More of interest for the proﬁle are tails that are larger
than t* but not too much. The t = 104 tail, also shown in Figure 3,
is a representative of these more relevant tails. As can be seen, for
these tails, a relatively wide overall density proﬁle and a wide
end-point distribution is recorded. We argue that these small
changes are early signals for an escape transition.
In passing, we mention that it is often assumed that loops can
be approximated by two tails with half the chain length. In the
inset of Figure 3a, we therefore show the overall proﬁles for tails
with length t = 104 (which is larger than t*) and loops with
double this chain length t = 2 × 104. In these proﬁles, the density
is given as a function of z and it is clear that the tail samples have
larger z values than the loops. In fact, the distribution of the tail is
wider than that of the double-sized loop. Again, it is hard to say
at this point whether or not this diﬀerence is signiﬁcant enough

Figure 5. Illustration of tail conformations in relation to the overall
density proﬁle. The left ordinate is the logarithm of the overall volume
fraction proﬁle (for reference only) for N = 105. The right ordinate is
the end-point distribution of the tails with length t, i.e., gt(z). Both
proﬁle types are given for as a function of z in logarithmic coordinates.
The values of t are indicated.

tails for a wide range of t values to elaborate on this escape
transition. In this case, we plot these results as a function of z.
From these proﬁles, we see that all tails have a dead zone as
already noticed above and that the width of the dead zone
increases with t, t > N the width of the dead zone saturates. This
last point is seen from the two proﬁles t = 5 × 105 and 5 × 106;
both proﬁles start to have signiﬁcant values at approximately the
same z coordinate.
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central region is not inﬂuenced by the escape transition because
the loops dominate in this region, and therefore, the mean-ﬁeld
power-law coeﬃcient for the density proﬁle is the natural
(ﬂawed) result. We can thus return to the classical picture for
polymers at interfaces: one can use the SCF predictions to
illustrate the proximal-central-distal picture of the adsorption
layer and then implement a switch of the power-law coeﬃcient
from −2 to −4/3 to account for the excluded volume
correlations. This switch of coeﬃcients is not needed for the
outer part of the central region because this part is already in
accordance of the de Gennes picture.
As a ﬁnal remark, it must be clear that we do not recommend
experiments to catch speciﬁcally the mentioned coil-to-ﬂower
transition for long tethered chains in the adsorption proﬁle.
Arguably, this transition only exists in a mean-ﬁeld world. In
reality, the excluded volume ﬂuctuations exist throughout the
central region of the proﬁle, i.e., also in the lateral directions
along the interface. Then, also, the inner part of the central
region has the −4/3 scaling and typical escape eﬀect due to
excluded volume eﬀects occurring throughout the layer. Apart
from this, experiments that show that long tethered chains can
escape from an adsorption layer of shorter chains are of course of
interest as such composite layers may be used in biosensors or
drug delivery applications.

From Figure 4a, we can see that the escape transition occurs at
approximately t ≡ tescape ≈ N/10 (tescape/N seems to decrease
with increasing N). The ﬂower that has grown outside the
adsorption layer has, as mentioned already, a ﬁxed stem length
(equal to the dimensions of the adsorption layer) and a weakly
deformed crown. As the ends of the tail reside in the crown of the
ﬂower, the ﬂuctuations of the end points are restricted in the
crown region. This causes the ﬂuctuations to be relatively low for
tails that have escaped from the adsorption layer. The
ﬂuctuations do recover of course when, with increasing t,more
segments can take place in the crown, and the fraction of
segments in the stem goes down (hence, the ﬂuctuations go
trough a minimum near t ≈ N).
In the other extreme where the tail is buried in the adsorption
layer, the stem is relatively short (it is in the growing regime with
t) and the crown exists in most of the central region of the
proﬁle. The relative ﬂuctuations for these short tails are a bit
larger than the relative ﬂuctuations of the longest tails. This
might be due to the fact that the crown is in a potential gradient
of the adsorbed chains and therefore slightly stretched.
For intermediate tail lengths, near the escape transition, the
tails are still inside the adsorption layer, but they start to sample
the outer space outside the adsorption proﬁle. They stretch a bit
to do so. This is seen by the fact that the average position of the
ends normalized by the square root of its length, going through a
local maximum (cf. Figure 4b). At the same time, their
ﬂuctuations are relatively high. As the maximum in δt/t increases
for larger values of N, we expect that, in the limit of N → ∞, we
will ﬁnd δt to diverges. For the chain lengths sampled in Figure 4,
we are still far from this limit; indeed, the escape transition is
weak because there are only small quantitative changes in the
type of conformations of the tails. Interestingly, the escape
transition is of an excluded volume type and the enhanced
ﬂuctuations that are picked up by tails of intermediate length
may be identiﬁed as excluded volume ﬂuctuations.
The longest relevant tail in the adsorption layer may be close
to t ≈ 10 × t*. That means that, typically, the tails that matter for
the proﬁle are smaller than tescape. However, these intermediate
length tails are already experiencing enhanced ﬂuctuations that
are caused by the nearby transition. We argue that these
enhanced ﬂuctuations are causing the de Gennes-like scaling
exponent resembling −4/3 in the outer part of the central
region.
This suggestion has implications for the rationalization of the
SF-SCF results for polymer adsorption. Typically, one expects
that, in SF-SCF, excluded volume correlations are missing, and
therefore, the method can only predict mean-ﬁeld power-law
coeﬃcients. Yet, the SF-SCF method produced the −4/3 powerlaw coeﬃcient in the outer part of the central region. We now
understand that, within the SF-SCF modeling, there are
possibilities that excluded volume ﬂuctuations can aﬀect the
proﬁle: there exists an escape transition of long tails with ﬂowerlike conformations. Short ﬂower-like tails tails are completely
conﬁned within the adsorption layer. Long tails can stretch their
stem in the z direction in an attempt to bring the crown outside
the adsorption layer. This escape transition introduces enhanced
ﬂuctuations for tails in the z direction (for long tails in the
proximity of the transition point), and this allegedly leads to a
higher than mean-ﬁeld power-law coeﬃcient in the outer part of
the central region. Of course, in reality, the polymer chains in a
good solvent should show excluded volume correlations
throughout the central region of the adsorption layer and not
only in the outer part of it. In SF-SCF, the inner part of the

■

CONCLUSIONS
Numerical self-consistent ﬁeld calculations for polymers
strongly adsorbing onto the solid−liquid interface from a good
solvent reveals a complex structure of the central region with two
power-law subregions. (i) The inner part has a mean-ﬁeld
scaling exponent of −2. We now expect that, when excluded
volume correlations are included, this value should be replaced
by −4/3. (ii) Surprisingly, the outer part of the central region
was already found to give a scaling exponent close to −4/3. We
now argue that a nearby escape phase transition causes an
increase in excluded volume ﬂuctuations of long tails in ﬂowerlike conformations such that the power-law coeﬃcient could be
increased from −2 to −4/3. The escape phase transition takes
place for tails with increasing tail lengths t at a threshold tescape
with tescape ≈ N/10. This weak transition can be noticed for large
N values only, and this explains why, in the mean-ﬁeld results,
the −4/3 power-law coeﬃcient shows up only in the high chain
length limit. In reality, we expect −4/3 coeﬃcients also for
adsorption layers composed of short chains.
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